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Abstract: In engineering practice, various information data will be affected by many fac-

tors during the collection process. For example, information data measurement error 

caused by equipment performance and working environment. During the transmission 

of detection information, the signal distortion caused by energy loss and signal interfer-

ence makes the collected information data have unpredictable detection errors. Through 

the study of fractional calculus theory, it is found that it is suitable for studying nonlin-

ear, non causal and non-stationary signals, and has dual functions of improving detec-

tion information and enhancing signal strength. Therefore, under the influence of many 

factors, we apply the fractional difference algorithm to the field of information data pro-

cessing. Multi sensor detection data fusion algorithm based on fractional partial differ-

ential equation is adopted to establish its online detection data. A multi-sensor detection 

data fusion algorithm based on fractional partial differential equation is established, 

which effectively fuses the information data detection errors caused by various influenc-

ing factors, and greatly improves the detection accuracy of information data. Through 

the application in the experiment, the effectiveness of this method is proved.  

Keywords: multiple influencing factors; data detection error; fractional partial differen-

tial; high accuracy detection 

 

1. Introduction 

Information detection technology have been considered as an important 

factor to ensure the normal operation of the control system, and the detection 

accuracy of multi-sensor information data is directly related to the working re-

liability of information detection system. Online detection technology is a 

multi-sensor technology, it’s the core technology of information detection sys-

tems, and the collection of real-time and accurate production information is di-

rectly related to the reliability of manufacturing systems. With the development 

of Internet of Things (IoT) technology, using Internet of things to collect multi-

sensor detection information data in real time has become the development 

trend of information detection system. However, in the online detection process 

of the information data of the detection object, the information is affected by 

various factors inevitably, such as measuring instrument performance, environ-

mental interference, and the information transmission distance, which directly 

affects the reliability of the information detection system. Therefore, the re-

search on high-precision detection of information data in complex environ-

ments is of great significance to promote the development of detection 
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technology. From the current research results, they can be divided into two cat-

egories: hardware method and software method. 

The essence of hardware method is to improve the detection accuracy of 

information data by using high-performance detection instruments. The main 

research results for hardware methods are as follows. Hu Mingsong et al. [1] 

proposed a high-precision safety valve test architecture with three testing chan-

nels, and solve the problems of current safety valve testing effectively. Yue 

Huijun et al. [2] developed comprehensive sliding-separation test platform of 

RV reducers, realized high precision and high display test performance of var-

ious parameters of RV reducer. Reference [3-4] proposed load differential radi-

ation pulse on the transient electromagnetic high-performance radiation source 

for pulse scanning detection to solve the problems of urban electromagnetic in-

terference and insufficient harmonic components emitted by radiation sources. 

Reference [5-7] designed hardware system based on radar, and realized the 

real-time detection function of underground space related information by en-

larging the detection information. Wang Jiaqi et al. [8] posed a one-stage remote 

sensing image object detection model: a multi-feature information complemen-

tary detector (MFICDet), which can improve the ability of the model to recog-

nize long-distance dependent information and establish spatial location rela-

tionships between features. 

However, in the engineering application, we found that the hardware 

method has the following shortcomings: 

The detection accuracy of the information data depends on the perfor-

mance of the detection equipment. With the improvement of the detection ac-

curacy, the cost of the detection system is higher. Therefore, they have a low 

cost performance. 

Their essence is to reduce the signal distortion caused by energy loss and 

signal interference in the information transmission process by improving the 

signal strength. However, when collecting information data, due to the differ-

ences in equipment performance and working environment, they cannot elim-

inate the measurement error of information data. 

In order to solve the shortage of hardware method in information data de-

tection under complex environment, in recent years, most researchers try to use 

software methods to achieve high-precision information data detection technol-

ogy. The essence of software method is information data fusion algorithm. up 

to now, there have been many research results Common mathematical algo-

rithms are fuzzy set theory [9], fuzzy neural networks [10], probability model 

[11] and particle swarm optimization algorithm [12], et al. and obtained a re-

grettable research review. For example, Li Huo et al. [13] proposed an integral 

infinite log-ratio algorithm (IILRA) and an integral infinity log-ratio algorithm 

based on the signal-to-noise ratio (BSNR-IILRA) to Improve the detection accu-

racy of laser communication detection position in the atmosphere. Shen Zhi-

yuan et al. [14] proposed a normalized-variance-detection method based on 

compression sensing measurements of received signal, and solved the problem 

of fast and accurate spectrum sensing technology under the condition of low 

signal-to-noise ratio. Jun Liu et al. [15] proposed a target detection algorithm 

based on the improved RetinaNet which is suitable for transmission lines defect 

detection, improved the intelligent detection accuracy of UAV in power system. 

Ru Chengyin et al. [16] proposed a lightweight ECA-YOLOX-Tiny model by 

embedding the efficient channel attention (ECA) module into the lightweight 

YOLOX-Tiny model, which has a higher respons rate for decision areas and 

some special backgrounds, such as the overlapping small target insulators, the 

insulators obscured by tower poles, or the insulators with high-similarity back-

grounds. Liu Wenqiang et al. [17] introduced a point cloud segmentation and 
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recognition method based on three-dimensional convolutional neural networks 

(3-D CNNs) to determine the different components of the catenary cantilever 

devices. Lu Yin et al. [18] proposed a complementary symmetric geometry-free 

(CSGF) method is, which makes the detection of cycle slips more comprehen-

sive and accurate. Shao Lingfeng et al. [19] established the junction temperature 

model is based on the multiple linear stepwise regression algorithm, and used 

it to extract high-precision intersection online temperature. However, through 

the analysis of various current software methods, the following deficiencies are 

found in the detection of information data in complex environments. 

1) They do not have the function of improving the detection information 

strength and cannot solve the problem of energy loss and signal interference 

during the transmission of information. Therefore, it is difficult to apply to en-

gineering practice. 

2) They did not analyze the cause of information data detection error, the 

change rule of each influencing factor and its influence on the detection value. 

Therefore, it is difficult to improve the detection accuracy of information data 

by reducing the detection error caused by various influencing factors. 

Therefore, up to now, we have not found an ideal high-precision detection 

method for information data under the joint action of multiple influencing fac-

tors. In order to solve these problems, our team has been using the method of 

fractional calculus theory in data processing for many years [22-28] and found 

that fractional differential operators are suitable for studying nonlinear, non-

causal and non-stationary signals, and have dual functions of improving detec-

tion information and enhancing signal strength. Therefore, by fusing the differ-

ences between information and data, it can eliminate the information and data 

detection errors caused by various influencing factors. By improving the signal 

strength of information, it can compensate the energy loss of the signal in the 

transmission process and improve the anti-interference ability of the signal. On 

the basis of previous research, this study extends the fractional differential op-

erator in one-dimensional space to the fractional partial differential field in mul-

tidimensional space, so as to realize the high-precision detection function of in-

formation data under the joint action of multiple influencing factors. 

2. Theoretical guidance and analysis  

At present, many experts and scholars' research on fractional calculus the-

ory is limited to the field of equation solving and information processing. How-

ever, how to apply it to the fusion of engineering information data and explore 

its application characteristics in data processing has not yet found relevant re-

search literature. 

2.1. Fractional differential 

2.1.1. Fractional differential definition 

Fractional differentials, also named fractional derivatives, it extend the dif-

ferential order of an integer-order differential equation to a fractional order. 

The concept of the fractional differential emerged in 1812 [8]. After hundreds 

of years of research, fractional differentials does not have a unified definition, 

many scholars have proposed their own definition methods and theoretical sys-

tems based on their own understanding and application fields. At present, the 

commonly used definitions are those of Grunwald–Letnikov (G-L), Caputo, 

and Riemann–Liouville (R-L) [9,10].  

Among the three definitions, Because the G-L definition has the advantage 

of fast calculation speed, it is widely used in engineering field, therefore, this 
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paper uses G-L definition to study the application technology of fractional cal-

culus theory in detection information data fusion.  

Suppose there is a real number v, its part of v is denoted as [v], if the func-

tion  f t  has (n + 1)-order continuous derivatives within the interval [a, t], 

when v > 0 and n ≥ [v], the G-L definition of fractional v-order derivative as 
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In Eq. (2), when 0h , then n  ; let  = /h t a n , then   /n t a h   
. 

2.1.2. Effect of fractional differential on detection signal 

For years, many mathematicians and scientists have tried to apply frac-

tional calculus theory in signal processing and have achieved good application 

effects [11,12]. It is assumed that there is a detection signal  S t
, where 

   2S t L R
, and its Fourier transform is

  

   ˆ = i t

R

S S t e dt 

 .                                                         (3) 

Let  vS t  be the v-order differential of  S t . According to the properties 

of the Fourier transform, we know the v-order differential operator is equal to 

the multiplicative operator of the v-order differential multiplier function . 
ˆ( ) ( )vd i  . Thus, we can obtain the following equation: 

             ˆ ˆ ˆ
vFT v vv ivD S t DS i S e S        .                                      (4) 

From the perspective of signal modulation, the physical meaning of the 

fractional differential of a detection signal is equivalent to the generalized am-

plitude and phase modulation. From the perspective of signal processing, the 

v-order fractional calculus operation of the detected signal is equivalent to es-

tablishing a linear time invariant filtering system for the signal, and its filtering 

function is 

   ˆ( ) v
v ivd e

                                                 (5) 

From Eq. (5), we can drawing the spectrum characteristic curve of the frac-

tional differential operator, as shown in Fig 1:  
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Figure 1. Spectral characteristic curve of the fractional differential operator. 

According to Fig. 1, we can see that fractional differential operators have 

the following characteristics in information processing. 

(1) In the processing of detection signal, fractional differential operator can 

enhance the medium and high frequency part of the signal. The lifting ampli-

tude increases nonlinearly and rapidly with the increase of frequency and frac-

tional differential order, so it has the function of enhancing signal strength. 

However, with the increase of frequency, the gap between the signal enhance-

ment values of fractional differential operators under different orders tends to 

narrow gradually.  

(2) When ω > 1, with an increase in the fractional order v and signal fre-

quency ω, the variability between the signal enhancement coefficients of the 

fractional-order differential operators at different orders tends to decrease, and 

with an increase in frequency, the enhancement effect of the differential opera-

tors of the same order on the signal intensity at different frequencies is basically 

the same. 

2.2. Fractional partial differential 

From the analysis of the amplitude frequency characteristics of fractional 

differential operators, we can know that in the signal enhancement stage, when 

the influencing factors reach a certain value, the fractional differential operator 

can fuse the differences between the detection data caused by the influencing 

factor effectively, so, the fractional calculus is used to describe many phenom-

ena in engineering and science [13,14]. The fractional differential equations 

have been used enormously for last two decades because of their varied appli-

cations in many spheres of physical and biological sciences [15–17], but it can 

only be applied to processing one-dimensional signal. In the process of infor-

mation data collection, the detection information will be affected by many fac-

tors, such as testing equipment performance, equipment working environment, 

et al. Therefore, we need to apply the fractional partial differential equations to 

expand the fractional differential operators in multi-dimensional space.  

2.2.1. Fractional partial differential equation 

In order to simplify the calculation workload, it is assumed that the infor-

mation data value is affected by two factors. According to the G-L definition of 

the fractional partial differential, we extend the fractional differential operators 

to two-dimensional space. Assuming that the information acquisition system 

collects any given two-dimensional energy signal  ,S x y , and    2,S x y L R , 

we can obtain the fractional partial differential equation  ,vS x y  of the signal 

as  
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Refer to equation (1), Can be obtained the following formula 
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2.2.2. Applications of the fractional partial differential equations 

Compared with an integer order partial differential equation, the out-

standing advantage of fractional partial differential equation is that it can better 

simulate the physical process and dynamic system process of nature. Com-

pared with fractional differential equations, a fractional partial differential 

equation can take the unknown quantity in the equation as the influence factor 

to realize the fractional differential treatment of multiple influence factors in 

the equation. Because fractional partial differential equations have the above 

advantages, in recent years, the research on the characteristics and applications 

of fractional partial differential equations has become the focus of many experts 

and scholars. Some research results have been widely used in the research of 

technical problems in the fields of temperature field distribution, image pro-

cessing, mechanical analysis, and detection technology[18-22]. For example, 

WANG Bao et al [23] applied fractional partial differentials to achieve the re-

search goal of thickness design of high-temperature protective clothing under 

actual limited conditions; ZHOU Shangbo et al [24] applied them to prove their 

advantages in image denoising and reducing step effect and in denoising and 

super-resolution reconstruction. SHEN Tianlong [25] applied fractional partial 

differentials in the research field of fluid mechanics; ZUO Yanhong et al [26-32] 

applied it in test data fusion processing technology of a discrete manufacturing 

system. 

3. Online detection data fusion algorithm based on fractional differentiaL 

3.1. Fusion algorithm model based on fractional partial differential equations 

IOT is used to collect a group of production information Si (i = 1, 2,... n) of 

the same type, due to the influence of test instrument performance, working 

environment and information transmission distance et al, it leads to great dif-

ferences between the data collected by information systems. Therefore, we need 

to establish relevant information and data fusion models to effectively remove 

the detection errors caused by the above factors and improve the detection ac-

curacy of information.  

We assume that the monitoring information of mobile equipment collected 

by wireless network technology is mainly affected by factors x and y, and the 

functional relationship between the signal detection value and the influence 

factor is J(x,y). Because the influences of the two influence factors x and y on the 

detected value are independent of each other, the calculation method of the 

function for influence factors x and y are interdependent. According to the spa-

tial function  vBV   of differential detection data fusion, the model of mobile 

equipment monitoring information data fusion algorithm based on fractional 

partial differential equation under the IoT is as follows: 
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In the above equation, 
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3.2. Fusion process based on fractional partial differentials 

In order to obtain the information data of the detection object in real time 

and effectively, the information detection system often uses the Internet of 

things to collect all kinds of information data. Based on the integration idea un-

der the distributed system, classify the collected data, obtain the required infor-

mation data firstly, then analyze the main factors leading to the difference be-

tween the data, and fuse the differential information data by using the detection 

data fusion model based on fractional partial differential equation, so as to re-

duce the difference of detection data between sensors effectively. In the multi-

sensor detection data fusion algorithm model based on the fractional partial 

differential equations, the premise of data fusion is to obtain the function S(x,y) 

for a data detected value S and influence factor x and factor y. A fusion model 

of different detection data can be obtained by fractional partial differential cal-

culations. The fusion process of the detection data is as follows: 

(1) Apply the Internet of things to obtain all kinds of detection information 

in real time, and select the required experimental data by analyzing the detec-

tion data.. 

(2) Analyzing the characteristics of information data, find the main factors 

x and y which affecting the measured value of data. 

(3) Through the fitting method, determine the functional relationship 

S(x,y) between the detected value of information data S and its influencing fac-

tor x and y preliminarily. 

(4) Apply the fractional partial differential equation to fuse the information 

data S, obtain the fused information data Sv. 

(5) Analyze the fused information data, evaluate the application effect of 

fractional calculus theory in information data fusion.. 

(6) End. 

4. Application of algorithm in the information data detection system 

4.1. Problem description 

To compare the performances of the data fusion algorithm, we selected the 

experimental data in literature [33]. The measured temperature data of a ther-

mostat was collected by 8 smart temperature sensors, and the data is measured 

every hours for a total of eight times, then apply the Internet of things sent the 

detected data to the information collection system. The measured values of each 

sensor are shown in Table 1. Take the average value of the measured values as 

the real value, that is 53.07 ℃. From the data shown in Table 1, it can be seen 

that the data 46.52, 47.35, 48.43, 56.05, 57.66 and 58.34 in the table are exceed the 

international standard of common deviation obviously, so they should be re-

moved before fusion. From Table 1, we can see that the total measurement error 

of 8 sensors at different time points T=1.58, the standard deviation of the de-

tected data between sensors Sx=0.251, and the standard deviation of different 

times of measurement data Sy=0.333. 
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Table 1. Experimental data of the logistics robot spindle temperature (℃). 

Number of sampling  
Sensor number Mean value 

Fj 

Standard 

deviation Sjy 1# 2# 3# 4# 5# 6# 7# 8# 

1st 53.00 53.10 52.75 53.10 52.80 53.60 57.66 52.65 53.12 0.30 

2st 53.20 54.20 52.55 53.20 52.80 53.30 58.34 53.10 53.21 0.45 

3st 53.00 53.40 48.43 52.96 53.20 53.80 52.70 53.60 53.09 0.38 

4st 56.05 53.00 52.75 53.70 52.50 53.20 52.82 52.50 52.94 0.51 

5st 47.35 53.30 52.80 53.50 46.52 53.62 53.05 53.15 53.17 0.34 

6st 52.80 53.15 52.51 53.15 53.11 52.65 52.70 52.88 53.00 0.40 

7st 53.50 53.52 52.54 53.20 52.90 53.80 53.15 53.12 53.16 0.49 

8st 53.30 53.60 53.12 52.75 52.80 53.10 52.85 53.05 53.35 0.49 

Mean value Fi 53.13 53.41 52.72 53.20 52.87 53.38 52.88 53.01 53.07  

Standard deviation Six 0.15 0.35 0.20 0.28 0.21 0.37 0.17 0.32   

Mean value F 53.07 

Mean standard deviation Sx    0.251    Mean standard deviation Sy    0.333    Total deviation T    1.580 

4.2. Analysis and processing of test data 

Using the data shown in Table 1, take the measured average value of each 

sensor as its measured value Fi, and draw the distribution curve of the meas-

ured data of each sensor, as shown in Figure 2. The average value of the de-

tected values of the eight sensors at different time points is the measured true 

value Fj, and its data distribution curve is drawn, as shown in Figure 3. It is 

found that their measured values present an irregular discrete distribution 

above and below the mean value of 53.07 ° C.  

 

Figure 2. Distribution of information data of each sensor. 
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Figure 3. Distribution curve of each measurement data. 

According to the experimental data given in Table 1 and the data distribu-

tion curves shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3, we find that the measured values 

have the following characteristics: 

(1) In the measurement of thermostat temperature, due to the difference in 

the performance of detection instruments, there is a big difference between the 

same detection information data, which indicates that the performance of de-

tection equipment and instruments is an important factor affecting the temper-

ature measurement value. 

(2) When measuring at different times, due to the difference of the detec-

tion environment, there is a large difference between the measured values of 

the same information data at different time points. Therefore, the detection en-

vironment is also an important factor affecting the measured value.  

4.3. Fitting of functional relationship between detected value and influence factor 

According to the common sense of surveying, standard deviation is the 

best performance index to measure the accuracy of information data; so, in this 

case, we use the performance of the test equipment as the influencing factor x 

and the working environment of the equipment as the influencing factor y to 

deal with the test value of the thermostat temperature effectively, and using the 

sandard deviation Sx and Sy as the influencing factors to establish the functional 

formula between them and the measured value Si. Because the least square 

method has the advantage of doesn't need a priori information about the data 

in the process of data processing, because it can obtain ideal data fusion accu-

racy; so, it is used to fit the measurement data through function polynomials 

widely. Therefore, this paper uses the least square method to fit the functional 

formula of S (x) and S(y) is as follows:  

2
0 1 2

2
0 1 2

( )

( )

n
n

m
m

S x a a x a x a x

S y b b y b y b y

     


    




.                                       (10) 

From the data in Table 1, it can be seen that every experimental datum is 

equal to S (xi) and S (yj); so, S(xi) = S(yj); then, we obtain the following equation: 

   2 2
0 1 2 0 1 2( , ) ( ) ( ) / 2 / 2n m

n mS x y S x S y a a x a x a x b b y b y b y             .               (11)  

4.3.1. Order of the polynomial 

When fitting a polynomial via the least squares method, the order of the 

polynomial should be less than the number of detected values. Thus, a higher 

order does not guarantee a better fusion effect, but rather, there is an optimal 
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order value. In this case, the number of sensors used is 8, and the number of 

measurements is 5, so the order n of the polynomial in this case is less then 8, 

and m is less then 8. Therefore, We used the polyfit function in the MATLAB 

software to calculate the average error value of the polynomial at different or-

ders.

4.3.2. Calculation of polynomial coefficients 

（1）Functional relationship between influence factor x and detection 

value S 

According to Eq. (10), the function S(x) is obtained by calculating the 

values of coefficient ai and order n. According to the basic definition of the 

least squares method, the order of the polynomial shown in the equation of 

S(x) should be less than the number of samples; so, n < 8. According to the 

experimental data shown in Table 1, using the polyfit function in MATLAB 

software, we can conclude that when the order of the polynomial n = 1, the 

error between the fitting value of each sensor's detection data is 1.0779—the 

smallest one. In this case, the functional relationship between the detection 

data S and the influence factor x as 

S(x)= 1.711x+52.645                                       (12) 

 

（2）Functional relationship between influencing factor y and detection 

value S 

According to the above theory, the function S(y) is obtained by calculat-

ing the values of coefficient bi and of order m used in Eq. (10). According to 

the basic definition of the least squares method, the order of the polynomial 

S(y) shown in equation (10) should be less than the number of samples, so m 

< 8. According to the experimental data shown in Table 1 and the polyfit func-

tion in MATLAB software, we can conclude that when the order of the poly-

nomial m = 1, the error between the fitting value of the detection data of each 

sensor is 0.3667 and is the smallest. In this case, the functional relationship 

between the detection data S and the influence factor y as 

         S(y)=0.667y+52.873                                      (13)

4.4. Detection data fusion technology based on fractional differential operator 

4.4.1. Selection of fractional order v and step h 

（1）Select the value of fractional order v 

According to the amplitude and frequency characteristics of the fractional differential 

operator, we know that when the differential order is 0 < v < 1, the fractional differential 

operator has a nonlinear function retaining the very low frequency part of the signal and 

enhancing the low frequency part of the signal, and the enhancement effect becomes in-

creasingly obvious with the reduction of the order. To save space, this case considers the 

fractional order v=0.5 as the middle value of the range [0,1], and studies the application 

effect of fractional partial differential equation in the data fusion processing of bearing oil 

temperature sampling under the Internet of things. 

 

（2）Select the value of discrete step h 

From Eq. (9), it can be seen that the smaller h can obtain accurate fusion data, but it 

has the shortcoming of a low efficiency. In this case, the fusion speed and fusion accuracy 

are comprehensively considered. According to the value range [0.15,0.37] of the influence 

factor x (sensor standard deviation) shown in Table 1, when the distance walk length h1 = 

0.01, and the number of steps to be calculated n = 22; according to the value range 

[0.23,0.48] of the influence factor y (information energy consumption loss) shown in Table 

1, when the distance walk length h2 = 0.01, and the number of steps to be calculated m = 
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25. In this way, the fusion calculation steps m and n of the influence factor x and the in-

fluence factor y are similar and can meet the requirements of calculation speed and accu-

racy at the same time. 

4.4.2. Data fusion and results analysis 

Next, the values of Eq. (9) and related parameters (v, h1, h2, m, n) are substituted into 

the mathematical model of mobile device detection data fusion processing based on the 

fractional partial differential equation shown in Eq. (8) and Eq. (9). We obtain the follow-

ing calculation formula: 
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In the above equation, 
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According to the above formulas, we can calculate the measured temperature data of 

thermostat S(xi, yj) of each temperature sensor by 0.5-order partial differential equation, 

and the results of 0.5-order partial differential equation fusion under the influence factor 

x are shown in Table 2, and the influence factor y are shown in Table 3. 

Table 2. 0.5-order partial differential equation fusion values of measured data from each sensor 

(℃). 

Number of sampling  
Sensor number 

1# 2# 3# 4# 5# 6# 7# 8# 

1st 63.731  64.151  63.834  63.993  63.854 64.182  63.772  64.079  

2st 63.731 64.151  63.834  63.993  63.854 64.182  63.772  64.079  

3st 63.731 64.151  63.834  63.993  63.854 64.182  63.772  64.079  

4st 63.731 64.151  63.834  63.993  63.854 64.182  63.772  64.079  

5st 63.731 64.151  63.834  63.993  63.854 64.182  63.772  64.079  

6st 63.731 64.151  63.834  63.993  63.854 64.182  63.772  64.079  

7st 63.731 64.151  63.834  63.993  63.854 64.182  63.772  64.079  

8st 63.731 64.151  63.834  63.993  63.854 64.182  63.772  64.079  

Table 3. 0.5-order partial differential equation fusion values of measured data from each sensor. 

Number of sampling  
Sensor number 

1# 2# 3# 4# 5# 6# 7# 8# 

1st 59.776  59.776  59.776  59.776  59.776  59.776  59.776  59.776  

2st 59.918  59.918  59.918  59.918  59.918  59.918  59.918  59.918  

3st 59.828  59.828  59.828  59.828  59.828  59.828  59.828  59.828  

4st 59.850  59.850  59.850  59.850  59.850  59.850  59.850  59.850  

5st 59.761  59.761  59.761  59.761  59.761  59.761  59.761  59.761  

6st 59.731  59.731  59.731  59.731  59.731  59.731  59.731  59.731  

7st 59.836  59.836  59.836  59.836  59.836  59.836  59.836  59.836  

8st 59.753  59.753  59.753  59.753  59.753  59.753  59.753  59.753  
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Combining equations (12), (13), (14) and (15), we can get the values of 0.5-order par-

tial differential of the measured value of each sensor at different time points, as shown in 

Table 4. 

Table 4. The values of 0.5-order partial differential of the measured value of each sensor at different 

time points. 

Number of sampling 
Sensor number 

1# 2# 3# 4# 5# 6# 7# 8# 

1st 61.754  61.964  61.805  61.885  61.815  61.979  61.774  61.928  

2st 61.825  62.035  61.876  61.956  61.886  62.050  61.845  61.999  

3st 61.780  61.990  61.831  61.911  61.841  62.005  61.800  61.954  

4st 61.791  62.001  61.842  61.922  61.852  62.016  61.811  61.965  

5st 61.746  61.956  61.798  61.877  61.808  61.972  61.767  61.920  

6st 61.731  61.941  61.783  61.862  61.793  61.957  61.752  61.905  

7st 61.784  61.994  61.835  61.915  61.845  62.009  61.804  61.958  

8st 61.742  61.952  61.794  61.873  61.804  61.968  61.763  61.916  

Mean value F0.5 61.878 

52.9464  
Amplification factor K 61.878/53.07=1.166 

4.4.3. Fusion processing results of detection data by 0.5-order partial differential equa-

tion 

Comparing the mean value F of Table 1 with the mean value F0.5 of Table 2, we can 

conclude that after the 0.5-order partial differential fusion, the numerical magnification is 

K=1.166, it can improve the anti-interference ability of the signal and the reliability of in-

formation transmission. In order to compare the effect of data fusion with other algo-

rithms, we divide the data in Table 4 by K and calculate the final data processing result, 

as shown in Table 5. From Table 5, We can see that after fused by 0.5-order partial differ-

ential equation, the fusion accuracy was improved effectively. Analysis from measure-

ment error, The total absolute error of the methods used in this paper was 0.175, which is 

significantly lower than the total absolute error of 1.58 obtained by the average value al-

gorithm, the total absolute error of 0.395 obtained by the algorithm described in Reference 

[27], and the total absolute error of 0.335 obtained by the algorithm described in Reference 

[34]. After processed by 0.5 order partial differential algorithm, the standard deviation 

between the measured values of each sensor and information data at different time points 

is about one tenth of that before processing. According to the data shown in Table 4, the 

comparison chart of standard deviation between the measured values of each sensor and 

different time points before and after being processed by the 0.5 order partial differential 

algorithm is drawn. It can be found that a straight line is distributed near the average 

value between the processed data. Experiments show that the 0.5 order partial differential 

algorithm has a strong fusion ability for experimental data.  
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Table 5. The final outcom of 0.5-order partial differential equation fusion values of measured data 

from each sensor (℃). 

Number of sampling  
Sensor number Mean value 

Fj 

Standard 

deviation Sjy0.5 1# 2# 3# 4# 5# 6# 7# 8# 

1st 52.962 53.142 53.006 53.074 53.015 53.155 52.979 53.111 53.056  0.070 

2st 53.023 53.203 53.067 53.135 53.075 53.216 53.040 53.172 53.116  0.070 

3st 52.984 53.164 53.028 53.096 53.037 53.178 53.002 53.133 53.078  0.070 

4st 52.994 53.174 53.038 53.106 53.046 53.187 53.011 53.143 53.087  0.070 

5st 52.955 53.136 53.000 53.068 53.008 53.149 52.973 53.105 53.049  0.070 

6st 52.943 53.123 52.987 53.055 52.995 53.136 52.960 53.092 53.036  0.070 

7st  52.988 53.168 53.032 53.100 53.040 53.181 53.005 53.137 53.081  0.070 

8st 52.952 53.132 52.996 53.064 53.005 53.145 52.970 53.101 53.046  0.070 

Mean value Fi 52.975 53.155 53.019 53.087 53.028 53.168 52.993 53.124 53.069 0.070 

Standard deviation Six0.5 0.026 0.025 0.025 0.025 0.025 0.025 0.025 0.025   

Mean standard deviation Sx0.5    0.025    Mean standard deviation Sy0.5          0.070    Total deviation T0.5     0.175 

 

Figure 3. Distribution curve of the detection data fused by 0.5-order partial differential equation. 

 

Figure 4. Distribution curve of the detection data fused by 0.5-order partial differential equation. 

5. Conclusion 

In engineering practice, the detection information can not avoid the common influ-

ence of multiple irregular change factors, which brings unpredictable measurement 
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errors. In this paper, we find that fractional differential operators are suitable for studying 

nonlinear, non causal and non-stationary signals. Therefore, the fractional differential al-

gorithm will be applied to the processing of complex detection information. According to 

the number and type of influencing factors, the fractional differential operator is extended 

to the fractional partial differential field, which realizes the effective fusion processing of 

information data under the joint action of multiple influencing factors. By enhancing the 

strength of the detection signal, the anti-interference ability of the detection information 

in the transmission process is improved, and the information and data distortion caused 

by the energy loss is compensated. In engineering applications, we can adjust the value of 

the parameter fractional order v and step h in the algorithm to meet the information data 

detection target required by the system. The difference between information data is fused 

to improve the measurement accuracy of detection information. The effectiveness of this 

method is proved by an example.  
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